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PREFACE
A comprehensive look into the school- directed
activities of pupils is a challenging endeavor to be encouraged by all persons who are interested in future
citizenry.

These activities constitute the school curri-

culum and each one is of limitless value to the total
school program.
The Assembly Program represents a definite block
or phase of the curriculum for in it, we see concerted
actions for mutual benefit .

However; there exists a

difference in opinions as to the place of assemblies in
the elementary school curriculum.

Also, the increase in

assembly space is not comparable to the increase in enrollment of pupils .

It is believed that these and many

other conditions have had their effect upon the attitude ,
conduct, and progress of the pupil.
What should be done to prove that these beliefs
are valid? The writer has made a study of the "Assembly
Program as an Integral Part of the Curriculum. "

It 1s

hoped that pupils and all persons concerned will be benefited by this study.
i
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INTRODUCTION
A visitor in a modern school noticed that the pupils were rushing to the auditorium in a happy manner.
Some of them served as ushers , one conducted from the
speaker's stand , a few went to the stage, while others
filed into their seats quietly .
•

The staff members spaced

themselves equidistant in the auditorium in order to see
that the assembly plan worked smoothly.

Seeing that many

of the classrooms were vacant the visitor remarked , "Well ,
the children run the school through entertainment while
the teachers stand idly by." Did the visitor get a true
picture of "democracy in action?"
Until quite recently, assembly time was seen as a
break from work, a period of enjoyment , a chance for announcements or disciplinary procedur~s .

It was noticed

that there were many disconnected phases and that things
which were done during the assemblies showed no definite
relationship to the things done 1n the classroom.

A pro-

gram given in the auditorium was considered extra or
separate from the regular school schedule and had little
or no bearing on the curriculum.

These views must be

wiped out and the assemblies must be given full privilege
1

2

of proving themselves.

Statement of Problem
Although many curricula experts and other school
persons have aided grea tly in offering techniques and procedures which tie-in the assembly activities with classroom activities, there are others who do not want to give
the assembly status in the curriculum.
Since persons of this belief are large in numbers
and occupy important places, two main problems present
themselves for solutions

(1) to decide whether organized

assemblies will be given sufficient chance to prove their
worth, and (2) to give the assembly program a definite
place in the curriculum.

These points are very important
and according to Thompson , 1
The assembly program unifies the work of students
in vigorous actions in which the school finds strength .
The plans are adaptable to the rigidly compartmentalized school as well as to the emerging unified core
programs. Assembling is a part of the American scene.
Having pointed out the main phases above, it is of
necessity that authentic proof be sought , in order that
assemblies gain a permanent position.

1

Yorks

Nellie Zetta Thompson , Vitalized Assemblies , New
Dutton and Company , 1952 , pp . 200.

3

Purpose 0£ Study
With the aid of fowidational and current research,
this study proposes:
To give facts concerning the devolopment of assemblies.
To present underlying principles and philosophies.
To offer major problems and contributory factors .
To point up trends in modern school curriculum.
To present policies and procedures of the school
district which is being studied.
To outline types of assembly programs 'Pld convincing proof of their integrated- curricular
position.
Delimitation of Study
This study is IDD.inly concerned with tho assembly
proeram in its relationship to the curriculum of the elementary school.

Emphasis is placed on the elementary

schools of Dallas, Texas.
Source of Material
Viaterial for this study has been chosen from administrative periodicals, manuals, handbooks, bulletins,
curriculum guides, educational textbooks, reports from
questionnaires and personal contacts.

4

Definitions of Terms
The Assembly Program 1s an outline of participatory activities scheduled for the school year and are to
be held in the school auditorium.
Shafton2 defines and explainsa
An assembly program 1s an opportunity for selfexpression and self-realization in demonstrating
and exhibiting the work of the school . For a particular assembly program which was developed as an
outcome of a unit, children found it necessary to
plan cooperatively , to discuss , to read , to write,
to spell, and to use arithmetic .

The School Assembly is an aggregation of pupils ,
staff members and laymen who take part in or witness public renditions .
By Integral Part is meant that significant phase
of the total program which 1s necessary for complete success .

Review of Literature
This study is far- reaching into the educational
activities of children which are directed by the school .
Full respect is due those authors who have made definite
contributions to the integrated curricular aspect .

2

Mary Shafton, "Pupil Planned Assemblies II Twent yThird Yearbook National Elementar y Princi pal , Juiy, 1944,
pp . 183-86.
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Peterson and McKee3 point out that , "the assembly
is a moral builder; it helps to weld the school , community ,
parents and children more closely.

The assembly program

can be an excellent vehicle for widening the scope of the
child ' s experience."
J As Lincahl4 sees 1t , "under guidance , children may
plan a term' s program of assemblies, and in so doing they
grow in learning, initiative, responsibility, and power."
Looking into the work of Galvin and Walker , ' we
note these words , "when the school becomes convinoed that
the assembly is the vital focus of its life, it will gradually improve its administration and increase its effectiveness."
McKown6 states a
Education, which was formerly concerned largely
with the mental , is now concerned also with the social ,
physical , and spiritual phase of man ' s existence . One
of ~he most important devices for the wider interpretation and application of modern educational principles
is the school assembly or the auditorium period.
3
Orville F. Peterson and Stanley w. McKee , "Better
Public Relations Through the School Assembly , " Elementary
__s__
ch_.o__o"'"'l"""-"J'-'o__u=r=n=a_l, 46 :266 January , 19+6.

4
Hannah M. Lincahl "Club Activities in the Intermediate Grades ," T~tY-Th!rd Yearbook , National Elementar,:
Principal , July, 1
, pp . 116-121.

5

F. H. Galvin and M. E. Walker Assemblies for the
Junior and Senior Schools , New Yorks Professional and
Technical Press , 1929, p . 55.
6

New York:

Harry C. McKown, Assembl* and Auditorium Activities,
MacMillan Company , 193 , p. l .

6

Fretwe117 describes the assembly asi
The meeting place of the whole school . Here policies affecting the whole school body should be presented
by pupils and faculty alike and discussed . Here public
opinion is formed . The spirit of the school not only
shows or fails to show itself in assembly , but the
assembly may be used to form school spirit.

Bostons

7
Elbert K. Fretwell , Fxtra- Curricular Activities ,
Houghton-Mifflin Company , 1931 , pp . 206- 208 .

CHAPTER I

HOW ASSEMBLIES BfGAN IN THE SCHOOLS

The act of groups of persons . gathering for one
common purpose dates far back into history.

Many authori-

ties agree that there has always been some form of assembl y
whether this name was used or not .

The assembly is some-

what similar to a meeting held by townsmen, for it shows
forth the gathering of interested constituents .

Things

which are done i n the assembly represented the wishes of
the whole .

Such a meeti ng can offer many educational oppor-

tunities to a school program.

The aggregation of pupils ,

staff members , and sometimes lay persons aid greatly i n
bringing on togetherness in mind and action.

Thus , we

can see that it is fitting and proper for school pupil s and
those concerned , meet regularly in some large area of the
school displaying talents and materials, heightening school
spirit , discussing common benefits , and demonstrati ng classroom acti vities .
The assembly 1s not an extra activity , distinct and
separate from the school program .

It is done under the di-

rection of the school and should have a definite place .
7
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This large scale activity should be well organized, systematized, and supervised in order to accomplish the
greatest good .

Through the assembly, the entire student body can
secure and maintain a mutual feeling, that valuable fellowship, which 1s always desired.

Veey few elementary schools

of any size are built without an auditorium today.

We must

give our predecessors credit for finding some way or place
to bring the wholo group of pupils together at some time.
This was a part of the day.

E5l"lY

usages or Assemblies

It has been agreed upon by most authorities that

there have always been assemblies
mentary school.

or

some kind 1n the ele-

There has always been another institution

which housed the child several years before the school was
introduced to him.

This great institution was t h e ~,

trom which all persons concerned or not concerned about the
improvement of pupils, come.

The home , a unit or society

formed by families living together , has given the school
many lasting practices, also.

One outstanding practice is

the idea of getting the family together for devotion at
regular intervals.

We think o~ the Puritans 1n their homes ,

where prayer was ottered at tho beginning of the day, at

9

meal time or even before important undertakings.

This

practice passed on to the school where religious exercises
were held at the opening of the school day.

The entire

school would gather , somehow, for the opening exercise.
I n Colonial days , the reading of the scriptures ,
singing of hymns , reciting of Bible verses, mottoes , ;1uotations, and other memory gems , as well as preaching by the
school master , were part of every school ' s regular program.
There was no effort made to develop student initiative for
the student merely sat , listened, and followed exactly as
he was told through sermonic and moralizing programs .

Assemblies View Narrowly

There have been many persons who have not taken a
broad look at assemblies .

Such persons still held that

time spent in such gathering was extra and, more specifically, was lost .

They ~lso felt that the school had turned

aside from its educational program for a pleasurable gesture.

Even administrators and other school people had the

opinion that this was a good time to waste a bit of time.
McKown1 says z
Many principals insist upon an unusual and unnatural discipline for these meeti~gs in order to i mpress

1
New York:

Harry c. McKown, Assembl~ and Auditorium Activities ,
MacMillan Company, 193 , p . 21 .
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favcrably any outsider who may be present . Some still
require the students to march into and out of the auditorium, to mar·ch at attention, to make accentuated
turns into their r espective rowsi to remain standing
until all are out . One principa wasted 4,ooo minutes
in having students demonstrate "how quiet we can be"
by holding their breath for one ·half a minute, repeating the stunt when it was unsuccessful. the first time .
This is not a mark against the idea of having assemblies, but a case where some carried the proc~ss wrongly,
as in the case of prescribing rules of many sorts.
McKown2 points outi

Again,

Often rules merely mean challenges for the violation of rules . Assigning teachers to patrol sections
of th~ room or to sit in the midst of the various groups
in order to preserve order 1s beginning the solution
of the problem of discipline at the wrong end •
•

Pupils should be taught how to act and that teachers
have confidence in their conducting themselves properly.
Assemblies were viewed in a narrow manner for there
were,those who held that the assembly concept did not fit
the pupils .

They said that no effort was made to develop

pupil initiative, nor was the feasibility of such a procedure even considered.

Pupils merely recited or gave ren-

ditions just as the teacher gave direction and that mostly
memory work was displayed.
Many saw the assembly as a place for long announcements, reprimanding and punishing pupils .

It was thought

11

that student-run assemblies would result in a pandamonium.
On the other hand , the serious type where staff members ,
visiting lectures, whose speeches were not on the level of
the pupils , or the local minister with his sermonic affect ,
made for a serious set back.
These narrow viewers could not see the possibilities
of such phases as wide participation, equality of opportunities and genuine interest, along wi~h peaceful and enjoyable
assemblies .

-

There did exist some schools which supported such
narrow views , but an inquiry of 100 schools resulted in
larger numbers of schools whose records would tear down
the unproV-ed opinion against assemblies .

On the next page

are some contributory features and kinds of evidences of
social developments resulting from the assembly inquiry report .

Results of Assembly Inq,,irr of Orre Hundred Principals

The contributory feature~ to ethical and social development of pupil s were as follows z
1.

Original programs initiated, developed, and
presented by pupils with a minimum of teacher
supervision, and growing out of school and
classroom activities .
a . Dramatization: plays, pageants, reviews
of activity units, puppet shows, and scenes ;
particularly those written, prepared, and
directed by the children.

12

b.

2.

Assemblies conducted by children; each
grade in turn takes charge of the assembly
according to a scheduled plan 1 class president or chairman presides , principal and
t eachers remaining in the background .

Music: community singing , school orchestras
bands , glee clubs, rhythm bands , harmonica
bands, individual school songs and music appreciation by means of radio and phonograph records .
Visual presentation: slidesi particularly
those prepared by pupils, s1 ent and sound
films, shadowgraphs , chalk-talks , picture talks ,
and talks for art appreciation.

4.

Student-council reports and discussions on
school problems s safety patrols , sanitation
squatls, Red Cross participation , health records ,
and school citizenship.
Outside speakers and performers .

Effective Evidences in Social Development of Pupils

1.

Better school morale .

2.

Increased interest and happiness of the pupils .

3. Increase in eager , active pupil participation.
4. Greater poise , self-control , and self confide~ce .

5. Development of individual restraints , cooperation, and responsibility.

6.

Increased politeness and respect for others .

7. Development of special talents .
8. Development of sincere appreciation.
9.

Discussions in class following assemblies .
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10.

Better r~sults in cleanliness , safety, and
honesty. j
Difficulties Encountered

As has been mentioned, the elementary schools of
America have always had some form of assembly.

Even when

there was but one room, it was used or some church, hall
or community g~thering point where parents might come and
listen in on the school .

This was somewhat on a broader

scale than the daily opening exercises as far as attendance was concerned, but was similar in many other phases .
There were many advantages in having such a gathering for
there was much fellowship, competition and preachment , in
keeping with that day.

Along with advantages, there were

corresponding disadvantages which might be labelled as
"Difficulties Fncountered" 1n the holding of assemblies .
There were four major difficulties which presented
themselves quite vividly to the assembly movement.

(1)

Inadequacy of assembly space , (2 ) Pupils ' behavior causing
disciplinary problems , (3) Dissatisfaction over type of
programs, and (4) Failure in Staff cooperation.

3
rditorial Committee- Research Division-National
Education Associat1on1 11 Results of Assembly Inqui ry , "
Fourteenth Yearbook , 1935, pp. 284- 95.
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(1)

Inadequacy of Assembly Space

• As people began to see the necessity of education ,
they sent more children to school .

The people began to

attend programs in larger numbers and with greater regularity.

With more children attending daily, space became

lacking for the pupils , not mentioning space needed for
the many visitors .

This crowded situation made it not so

comfortable for the daily opening exercises, as well as
for the program, where visitors attended .

It, 'therefore ,

became quite apparent that it was necessary to have some
large area whereby assemblies could be had and all could
be seated comfortably.

Many school districts were poor

and did not have means with which to enlarge their buildings .

Soma schools had a partition between two large

rooms, thus making it possible to accommodate more people.
In spite of all efforts put forth , the space did not
suffice .

(2)

Pupils' Behavior Causing Disciplinary Problems

Another difficulty was that of pupil behavior .

Dis-

ciplinary problems began to mount up because pupils had
nothing to do toward the planning , arranging and carrying
out of the assemblies .

When pupils did appear on program,

15
their selecticns cid not tie-in with their class work.
Many pupils accepted what was given to them without questioning .
Most disciplinary problems arose because the pupils
had to sit or stand through long sermonic speeches , prayers, lengthy announcements, explanations of school rules
or punishments outside of their understanding and so they
conducted themselves unbecomingly.

They were very noisy ,

mischievous and contrary.
The parents , who furnished the school with pupils ,
became discouraged and began to question the school personnel ' s ability to conduct school .
Some pupils were whipped outrightly while others
were expelled for disturbing the assemblies .

In general ,

pupils lacked 1n the proper development of attitudes , appreciation, achievements and inte rests which contributed
much to their rude behavior .

{3)

Dissatisfaction Over TYpe of Programs

The inadequacy of space and pupils ' behavior caused
thoughtful people to question the tYPe of program used.
The programs were said to be monotonous , dull or plain uninteresting , hardly reaching any child .

1he programs were

quite routine , following the same pattern from year to year.

16
There was much menory work and children in a family circle knew that they would be required to duplicate.
the contributions made by othor elders .

This sameness be-

came so tiresome that many visitors stayed away during
assembly time .
Dissatisfaction mounted up because the audience
was not allowed participation, except for applauses .

Here

again, it was found out that the persons who financed the
school and the pupils for whom the school was built were
quite displeased.
Definitely, something had to be done about such
displeasure, disinterest, and unrest .
were not satisfied, for the most .

School people

They started disputing

among themselves, nruch of which was at the expense ~f the
pupils .

(4) Failure in Staff Cooperation
With the increase in enrollment due to the prevalence of the educative i dea , came the enlargement of faculties or staff members , many of whom had different opinions
about assemblies , anyway.

There were those who felt that

the time spent in assembly was a waste of time, and coul d
be more profitably used in class work.

Assembly time was

a time for pleasure, entertainment , and mostly appealed to

17
the pupils who came to school to have a good time and
learn little or nothing .
Many staff members would go along with the program
cooperativt=ily in order to maintain job secUl'ity.

Some would

give silent non-cooperation, while others would speak out .
Since the pupils were presenting disciplinary
problems , the laity dissatisfied , disunity was being shown
on tho part of staff members , the crowded situations increasing, administrators were forced to find a way out , if
assemblies were to continue .

CHAPI':-E II

FXPANSION OF THE ASSIMBLY IDEA
The idea of the entire school ' s gathering began
to take on new light.

There had been those objectors .who

rose up against the type of assemblies being held which
caused a number of interested persons to think of broadening phases.

The program needed to be more inclusive and

meaningful.
It was hard for those who raised objections to
wipe out the assembly idea completely, for in as much as
American citizens have the right to assembly, our future
citizens also have the right .

Most of our education took

shape after the Colonial type of training for the ministry
or for religious purposes .

The chapel exercises which the

colleges held ,,;ere based on religion and public education
copied this idea knowing that religious worship is not to
be denied any American citizen.
In addition to the devotions , sermonic and even
threatening speeches, and announcements, it provided for
development in appreciation for there was still great need
for the assemblies .

18
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U~ to this point, the principal domineered all of
the assemblies .

One of the most important reasons for the

delay in the school assembly as an educational oppor+.unity,
had been the attitude of the school principals .

There was

a study of the relationship of the principal to the assembly made by Fvans , 1 who states:
Out of 95 pripcipals reporting, 53 arranged their
own assembly programs and about one-half of the remainder were chairman of their assembly committee,
composed usually of teachers, and also there were
"few instances" of' pupil representations . The principal was the program. He assigned or dictated the
programs, he scheduled ~he meetings and handled them
when they were given, with little or no help from anyone . Little wonder the programs were inferior in
presentation, stereotyped in form, and poor in material.
This did not mean that the principals did not have
the ability to take charge, but that it v1as too much for
one person, who had administrative duties , to do alone.
It was necessary for something to be done in order
that there would be no lag in the program.

Things were

getting worse and worse , and many rumors , true and false ,
were being circulated.

The unfavorable criticisms and

general public attack did much to low-rate the prestige
of the schools .

With the assembly idea under f ire, steps

had to be taken, with very careful planning , if this part
of the school ' s program was to have continued.
1

E. E. Evans, "What to do with the School Assembly, "
School Review , Vol . 31 :April , 1923, p . 281 .

20

Principa13 Fxtend Opportuni ties

Advancing the assembly program is much like ~taging
a drama and it requires much judgement, skill , information ,
time and conscientious practicing .

Ordinarily , i t requi res

more omniscience than the average person has to offer .
What principal could possibly have time to do justice to
his administrative duties and an assembly program?

McKown2

says:
The busy principal with a hundred details of administration and supervision~t o worry him , not only
does not have the time to handl e this program , but
wi th his other responsibiliti es , can never be expert
enough to emphasize fairly , al l of the hi ghly special i zed activities of the school . And consi der ing t he
assembly merely an adcinistrative device or conveni ence
instead of an educati onal opportunity , only limi ts its
usefulness and retards its development . The assembl y
is coming to be recognized as an unwor ked educati onal
"gold mine ,n and serious att enti on i ~ being devoted
t o intel ligent met hods and means of capitaliz i ng 1t
as such .

More and more it was found that a school assembl y
is not a one- man ' s job and many princi pal s began to see
that promoting and developing assemblies is a hi ghly specialized task which calls for adequate and care:t' ul study
and experimenting efrorts .

If assemblies were to persi s t ,

the principals must need to delegate some of his responsibilities .
2

Harry C. McKmm, "Organizing for the Assembly Progr am, " Assembly and Auditorium Activities , New Yor k : MacMillan Company, 1934, p . 25.
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To cope with the situation, many principals first
appointed directors of extra-curricular activities and
later it was noticed that the position of auditorium director or teacher was used for this purpose .

Both of these

persons proved to be rather successful , although they had
not specialized in the subjects or activities which they
represented .

However , these directors were familiar with

the many sources of materials to be used.

At the most,

this was a step toward spreading out the work so that more
study and time could be given to the cause.
Most schools used the auditorium directors who soon
started to thinking along the line of working with the individual teachers who could aid greatly in bringing to
light many talents .

This idea was carried to the princi-

pals for approval .

Teachers Lead Pupils 1n Assembly Renditions
Because of pure necessity, many principals found
that the auditorium directors could work with the teacher
and pupils 1n connection with the programs to be given in
the auditorium.
Teachers began to feel very concerned about pupils'
needs, interests, and especially, their abilities .

In

their own rooms, they discovered many talents and would

22

have them displayed before the assemblies , upon request
from the auditorium director.

Some special occasions were

given consideration , but mainly the children were permitted
to learn selections through the guidance of their teachers .
Much practicing was done in the room each day and often
many children learned the other children' s speeches after
hearing them over and over daily.

Each teacher would in-

vite the parents of their pupils to hear their particular
part of the program and did not show mutual interest in the
entire program.

Often this brought on bits of friendly
I

rivalry.

There was much enjoyment had in the old-fashioned

spelling beam, as well as in the few demonstrations which
were often included.
Teachers took the lead in seeing that pupils did
just exactly what they had been taught to do in the classroom and if one word of a piece were omitted, that pupil
~ras left off of the next program.

The director could do

her best work through the teachers who had the pupils with
them most of the day and who exhibited much interest in the
assemblies .

A~ one point, it seemed that the teachers were

striving for personal honor and felt as though they were
on the spot , rather than the pupils .

The auditorium direc-

tor was a little reluctant about pointing this out because
of the wonderful cooperation she was getting.

Teachers

would sit upon the stage and watch the conduct of their
classes.

They would see to their pupils I marching into and

out of the assembly .
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The children and parents were very appreciative to
the teachers for the interest which they were taking in the
little ones .

Many parents and other interested persons

wou1d visit, even when there was not a program, and would
express themselves, freely.
From much evidence , the assembly idea has taken on
new light and has begun to expand along numerous lines .
Gradually, it is winrdng its way by true merits in a step
by step manner .

Friends are rising up from various points .

They are discussing the type of thing which 1s being done
and can see democracy at work, greater interest being demonstrated, basic educational needs met , and talents uncovered .
This new awakening has caused a number of school
administrators to see things from their actual merits .

No

one person is the whole show as was almost carr ied out by
some principals , except that sometimes a few choice- pupils ,
with special achievements ••• were used.

Instead , the tea-

chers lead out in displaying more pupil talents .
According to Galvin, Walker and Hopk1ns3 it is noticed
that universal opportunities should be provided for all pupils.

They statez

Training only a few in publi c speaking , music, or
any other phase of the cooperati ve enterprise is
3

Eileen H. Galvin, M. E. Walker and L. T. Hopki ns,
"Values of Assembly Program," Assemblies for Junior and Senior
High Schools , New Yorkz Profess ional and Techni cal Press
1929, pp. 4- 5.
'
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essentially undemocratic . The alert teacher will discover something that even her underprivileged students
can do well . Improvem~nt with opportunity and training not brilliant accomplishment, 1s the goal. Indiv!dual or group performances can be arranged so that
each child has the joy of satisfying his desire for
public approval or his contribution. The child grows
through this experience 1n seeing individual ,i,ork together for the larger interests of the school. His
loyalty and sense ot belonging are increased by part i cipation even 1n a small way.

Pupils '

Interests

and

Abilities Increase

The time for appearing on program passed from grade
to grade and the pupils wuld look forward toward assembly
time with joy:ruJ. anticipation.

They ,-,ould tell parents and

othor adults about the asse~bly time.
Pupils began to respond wholeheartedly to the assem-

bly 1dro.

They were given something def~i te to do and they

began to feel as though they were a part of the assemblies .
Heretofore, they were merely .D1 the assembly and not ~

it.

They became genuinely interested because others were interested 1n them and their forward movement .

The pupils

exhibited their eagerness to cooperate and to respond to

all reasonable demands made of them.
The great awakening could be seen quite prevalent
among school children whose opportunities were broadened
due to the fact that teachers baa sought to touch each one
. .
or them individually. The director had leader ship abili ty

and much material at their disposal.

Pupils became greatly

concerned and began to devolop a mutual feeling toward the
ongoingness of tho assemblies.
Further, one could notice that the children gave
strict attention to each phase of the assembly.

There were

those children who learned to mako comparisons with the hope
of getting helpful ideas 1n improving on errors.
Having developed a feeling of concern and a desire
for improvement , school pupils increased in their ability
to appear on program.

By

this is meant that they became

-

more capable in their presentation. ~Jhere pupils had lust
committed selections to memory for the sake of saying a group

or high-sounding

".10rds,

the) became rather efficient 1n

speaking or singing, to the extent that they were sold
over to what they were doing.

They responded on programs

with greater force each time.

It was not long beforo this

1nc~ease in ability ,ras seen in some other places of the
immediate and nearby conmmnities.
Through expansion of the assembly idea, the pupils,

for whom the schools were established, became aroused to
greater competency 1n the public display of their talents.
Shafton4 addsa
As much of the initiative, direction, preparation,
and responsibility 1n both planning and carrying out
Mary Shafton, "Pupils Planned Assemblios ," ~ -

Th1p1~Y§ilrbook-Nat1onal rlc-mentarx Principal, July, 1 ~
P•

81+.
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the programs was ·assumod by tho children, they accepted
with much benefit to them. The assembly is a morale
builder; it helps to wold schools, com:mnities, and
parents as well as the children more closely. Children
have real opportunities in actual situations to learn,
to use their learnings, and to adapt their powers and
abilities to tho needs of the situation 1n intense experiences which have permanent eff~ct upon their lives .
It can bo s een that much progress was then being
1113de

as children could see that they were considered.

D1sc1pl1narY Problems neereasfl
As pupils began to increase 1n interests and abilities, and as needs were met, they began to improve in their
conduct, also.

In the former assemblies, stress was placed

on quietness, order and submissiveness.

The t eacher-in-

charge or the principal ruled the assemblies as well as the
entire school, thus, becoming rather dictatorial and arbitrary.

Pupils were afraid of the principal 1n many eases

and did not feel that their teachers ·were thoir f"'rionds or
even real human beings.

Pupils, therorore, developed a dis-

taste tor leadership in the school and for the school itself,
to a certain degree .

During the assemblies, they had re-

sorted to serious offenses, such asJ impudence, profanity,
marking or wri.ting on the auditorium seats, t-1hispering ,

laughing and talking aloud, writing notes, throwing missiles ,
making catcalls, bullying, cheating, stealing and outrightly
disturbing the assembly.
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As time passed on, disciplinary problems, as mentioned above, showed a declino.

Wider pa1•ticipation was

coming into being very rapidly.

As pupils appeared on the

programs directly or hod somothing to do vith tho smooth
movement of the program, they had a different vi<n-1 of the
entire situation.
is our program;

They possessed the feeling that ttthis

we: aro

selves becomingly or

vJe

a part of it; ue must conduct ourwill rencct a discredit."

As the new slant on assembly activities Yos taken
on, very seldom would pupils have to be spoken to relative
to disorderly conduct, and fewer cases were subject to disciplinary measures by the principal.

Instead of such mea-

sures, which ~ore caused by inactivity, poor understanding
and little consideration, tho pupil developed school unity,
spirit, as ttmll as proper habits and attitudes.

The children

wero rapidly becoming the hub of the educational wheel around which others revolved.
With disciplinary problems diminishing, children bad
many chances to participate freely, all of ~-1hich aided 1n

wiping out their having to be ordered, commanded or threa-

tened, as in days gone by.

Disciplinary problems 1n the

school turned ~to, "Good School Discipline," and Edmonson
and Roomer5 offer this definitions
J . B. Edmonson, J. Roemer, and F. L. Bacon "Student Controls and D1sc1pl1ne," T~e ~m1n1itrat1on o~ th!
Modeffl Sccondacy School, New Yor s ~1acM1 lan Compan7, 953,
p. 23 .
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"Good School Discipline" io that quality of conduct on the part of pupils that creates favorable
conditions for carrying on the instructional program
of a class or group and that helps to strengthen such
habits of courtesy1 honesty, industry, reverence,
kindliness, helpfUi.ness,
cooperativeness and respect
for the property or others.
As the assembly idea expanded so as to include
greater P3rtic1pation on the part

or

was witnessed on almost every hand.

more pupils, success
There was very little

time for idleness or pranks; most of then were attentive
and active.

CHAPTER III
MODERN TRENDS IN ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS FOR THE YEAR
From the family meal devotion to the opening exercises, chapel and miscellaneous assemblies, there is now
an interesting move t0\'/8._rd an outlined assembly program.
At the very beginning of the school year, efforts are being made to have assemblies outlined for the entire school .
The purpose is to see that all pupils are included, major
occasions are observed, classroom activities and materials
are displayed and outside talents are brought in for inspirational and informational benefits to the pupils .
Assemblies no longer are being held for the sake of
assembling , but provisions are being made so as to provide
for all departments and pupils in the line- up.

Today , the

trend is toward having assemblies regularly scheduled so
that all may know v..hat is to take place in the auditorium,
far ahead of time.

The schedule is made flexible so as to

include other types of programs, which become of necessity
during the school year .

Definitely, the schedule is not

"iron-clad" or "cut-and-dry" for persons with outstanding
talents visit; demonstrations , projects and materials which
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were not lmown about during schedule-making time, are given
consideration.

Teaching units are culminated and emergen-

cies are allowed for , as the schedule will indicate.
Organizing the Assembly Committee and I>~ogram
There have been many influencing and justifying arguments presented for assemblies and now we come to the
point of o~ganizing the program for tho school year.

In

order to organize the program , it is necessary to have , not
only the auditorium director, but a committee to work along
with the director or appointed chairman.

In our modern day ,

some committee chairman are appointed by the principal ,
Yhile others arc selected by the s taff , with a few pupil s
being chosen from the student council. McKown1 says 2
Probably the best method of handling assemblies 1n
schools , which do not have auditor i um t eachers , 1s
through an assembly committee. The committee may be
made up 1n a number of ways , but 1n any case it should
be duly authorized by the principal. Possibl y two or
four teachers , including the music t eacher or supervisor
and the dramatic teacher or coach , might be it basis .
Probably one or two other teachers who have adequat e
interest , experience and abilities along these lines ,
might be added. The average pri ncipal , becau se of the
weight of his authority, combined with his probabl e inexperi ence should not be a member of t hi s committee .
In addition to the teachers , a half dozen of better
prepared students might be added to compl ete t he committee . These students will have many contacts with
1

Harry c. McKown, "Organizing for the Assembly Program," Assembly and Auditorium Act1v1t1e§ , New Yorks Mac111.llan Company, 1934, p . 26.
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J .

the other students and it will be seen that the faculty
is not trying to be the "wholo show. "
The assembly committee is made of persons ,i10 aro
clever, energetic, and enthusiastic .

They are sound thinkero

and possess good leadership ability.
The purpose of the assembly committee is to promote ,
develop, and supervise the ,iiole asse:nbly programs.

The

committee should hold regular moetingo during the year and

should be close enough to the principal that its activities will blend in uell ,-dth outstanding activitieo of the
school.

This ~rumittee, when new, might havo to launch a

campaign for educating the school and community in the purposes and principles of the assembly program.

.

It will take

soma time to establish within the parents an appreciation
of the assembly as an educational agent and not a period for
religious devotions and·announcements.
Another major task of the Assembly Committee is to
make out the schedule for the semester or year.

Probably

tho schedule should be made for one semester at a time and
this will allow for any major roadjustmont or adaptation
that may be necessary.

The committeo, of course, should not

asswne the responsibility for the individual programs but
should assign responsibility to tho various units or e;roups
0£ various kinds , classes, clubs, activities, home rooms or

teachers.

It may be advisable not arbitrarily to assign
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dates, but t o a~k for. voluntar y programs . 2
The committee will see that there 1s va riety in the
types of programs and will offer any assistance necessary
for groups appearing.

It will be noticed that this committee

is not to be dictatorial , but is to supervise sufficiently,
thus seeing that all programs are given in good taste , and
are of sufficient quality or value to justify t he time spent
in the auditorium.

Some simple rules and regulations are u sed as well
as ~uggestions as to what makes up a good program, are outlined and sent to each sponsor.

Here are a few rules or

suggestions to be used :
'-

1.

Allow adequate time for program production and
dress rehearsals .

2.

Start and end your program on time.
No encores, but, students may acknowledge encores .
Select numbers which call for wide- participation.
Try to keep performer s qui et and backstage.
Keep children away from equipments , fixtures ,
curtains , sceneries , and light switches .
Have performers practice regularly and correctly, long before the assembly and not during the
program.

2

Harry c. McKown, "Organizing f or the Assembly Program, "
sembl and Auditorium Ac t i vities , New Yorks MacMillan Company, 19 , p. 29.
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When the committee is organized, agreed, and has
the approval or the principal as to the d1f~erent phases
of the program, it can proceed to set up the schedule, only
indicating special and emergency assemblies.
) The following chart shows programs to be regularly
scheduled representing about two- thirds

or

the assembly

program, while special and emergency programs represent the
other one-third.

(See chart on page 34. )

The following chart of the assembly program met
the agreement of authorities which the investigator consulted.

The program will, vary, in many cases , according
to the different school situations.

v

I

,

1 As the assembly program unfolds, it must show forth
that it is a period of social education, inspiration, and
is one for focusing attention on the pupils whose participation is essential , during each period.
1

The modorn trend 1n assemblies 1s toward building

school morale, enriching and motivating classroom work,
improving tho use of leisure time, promoting self- expression,
giving training 1n proper audience habits, recognizing

commendable achievements , developing sensible patriotism
and deepening and broadening pupils ' interests .

CHART I

DISTRIFUTION AND VARI FTY OF THE ASSFMBLY
PROGRAM FOR THE SCHOOL YFAR

Legend:
Scheduled assemblies • •,. Red
Special assemblies •• • •• Green
Emergency assemblies ••• Black
Scheduled Assemblies:
1.
2.

~;.:
6.

7.

Fire Prevention Week
United Nations Day
American Education Week
National Book Week
Veterans ' Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day

8.
9.

Texas Public Schools Week
Easter Day
10. Famous Americans Days
11. Health- Safety Week
12. School Organizations Days
13. Annual Operettas
11+. Music Week

Special Assemblies:
These programs will vary , as the year unfolds .
Emergency Assemblies:
Such programs will be designated by the principal .
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Active Participation ot All Pupils
The assemblies of today 'stress the fact that each
school child must be greatly considered and given numerous
chances

to

appear on the various programs both individually

and with the groups .

This may not be accomplished imme-

diately, but with persistence and far- sightedness , this
goal will be reached.

Realizing that there are some po-

tentialities in every child, the duty of the school is to
use them to the advantage of all pupils.

They have interests

and abilities 1n their formative years which must be guided
or dir~cted through proper channels.

The assemblies should

play a positive part toward this phase along with aiding
1n meeting the pupils ' needs .
An

assembly may be planned to meet the needs ot

children at various levels 1n many situations .
a culminating activity of a unit of work.

It may be

It may commemo-

rate the work of n great man or woman, or celebrate special
event, it may present work done 1n the schoolt it may be a
program for parents, for the whole school , or simply a
class actiVity.

Under guidance, children may plan a term' s

program of assemblies , and 1n so doing they may grow 1n
learning, initiative, responsibility, and power. 3
3

Hannah M. Linea~ "Club Activities in the Intermediate Grades t " Twen~Thi Y~a11eok-National Flementan:
Principals, July, 1 , pp. 113- •
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All children cannot do the same things, as there
are individual differences to be coped with, but each one
can do something during the assembly periods .
sing

Some can

or play instruments beautifully, speak f l uently, dance

gracefully and with great interpretation; some can make or
arrange sceneries artistically, conduct smoothly , monitor
or usher easily and systematically and a number of other
things .

Some may do many things well; others may do one

or t·wo things :fairly well , but none can do everything perfectly WPll.
No one child should perform in the same capacity
too often and this is a special point for the committee
to watch, for parents and p-:.ipils will complain, the audience will tire, and the assembly program might seem to
regress to the old monopolistic point.

No one pupil 1s

indispensable, and yet each pupil is at the core of the
committee ' s thinld.ng .

It is not necessary that every pu-

pil 1n a classroom give active participation every time
the room is represented, for there comes a time l-1hen all
should enjoy the audience feeling .

Active participation,

however, must be extended to every pupil at some time during the school.

Staff , Outsiders, and Audience Included

Frequently, the school personnel seems to get the
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idea that because they are grown, out of school and working
to bring out the pupils, that they should set their talents upon the shelf or even bury them.
ever be done .

This should not

Children get a lot of joy and inspiration

out of seeing their teachers perform.

It is quite fitting

for teachers to set the pace by displaying their talents
before the pupils and laity.

The entire community needs

to know that there are talented teachers who are modest ,
but willing to lend their talents when needs be .

Most

modern schools allow at ieast 3 pay- programs on school time
during the year and out of the many programs which the
writer has sponsored, the program displaying staff talents,
netted the most finance .

SU.ch programs were repeated

twice and the net amo~t increased each time .
Thus, it can be seen that faculty members need not
fold up or completely depart from their talents .

They

must not expect things of the chil dren that they refuse
to do themselves .

Faculty members should practice what

they preach.
Outsi ders are to be consi dered in the modern assembly program.

The most frequently used outsider in t he old-

t i me chapel was the l ocal mini ster .
our day .

This is not true of

Physicians , lecturers , artists and musicians ar e

invited to present programs which are of interesting and
educational value .

Musicals may be given by local orchestras
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or medical organizations.

Pupils may take notes, make

comments and receive explanations of various numbers rendered.

There are various organizations of the community
which will give inspiring programs free of charges during
the assembly.

Such oreanizations are Civic, Rotary, Lions,

Quota, Kiwanis Clubs, religious and governmental organizations.

outsiders are of inestimatable educational value for

there are exports in art, radio, television, business , costume design, millinery, interior decorating, photography,
industrial plant, pets, first-aid, telegraph , advertising,
scouting and camping, labor saving devices and even singers ,
oost of whom td.ll serve the school gladly.

Other important

and helpful outsiders whose visitati on warrant an assembly
might be the banker, major, police chief, foreign missionary,

cartoonist, fireman, explorer and many other enthusiasts
who are parents of the pupils.
The audience ought alt-r.iys bo given due consideration
as this is in keeping uith modern day trends .

It includes

listening participants without whom the program neods not
be given.

Training in audience participation is 11X>st needed

for we all help make up the auGience at ono time or the
other.

Besides, being a participating listener, the audience

can take part in quiz proerams , ei thor written or oral , the
latter being most preferred.

Whore persons are used from

the audience for the question- anm·rer period, they become
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more interested and get a sense of responsibility and belonging.

Such a period is thought-provoking, further en-

ticing many members of the audience to read and learn more.
Many times the audience is called upon to judge in
cases of contests and the applauses from them determine the
winner of the contest.

An appreciative audience is a

genuine spur to any assembly .

It can help to determine

what the nature of the subsequent p~ograms will be.

Types of Progra.I!'~
In our modern trend, there are many types of assembly programs which influence the lives of school children.
Leading authorities consulted seem to agree on such range
and variety as the0e :

patriotism, activities , music , art,

physical education, pep, recreational , alumni , campaign,
current interest , health- safety, class work , community in•
terest, faculty, special days , culmination, demonstrations ,
vocations , welfare, sportsmanship, testimonial , parents or
outside talents, miscellaneous and emergency.
As has been mentioned, there a re three big phases
of the assemblies on the distribution chart , page 34.
phases are:

These

(1) regularly scheduled, (2) special, and

(3) emergency.

They include many of the separate programs

for the year and might be used either in part or whole by
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an average sized elementary school .
By

having a well organized assembly committee and

program at work through the year , the curriculum will be
fuller and nearer compl etion.

Then, the assembly program

will gain status, thus, becoming integr a ted with up- todate el ementary school curriculums.

The wri ter holds these

facts to be self-evidence and inevitabl e .
Below are some illustrative programs which may be
used for many occasions .

They may be modified so as to

fit into the average t eacher ' s plan for the assembly program.

ILLUSTRATIVE ASSEMBLY PROGRA...\18

The following programs represent a few of the varieties sel ected for assembliA.s . According to Harry c. McKown, 4
most educators and writers are agr eed on t hese programss
(For Primary Children)
Song - "The New Year" • •• • • •• • ••••• • •
The Boy and the Brownies ••• ••••••• • • ••
Little Workers of the Woods • · •• •• • • •• •
Song • "Wint er •s :Music" • • • • • • • • • • • •
McKown, op,

cit . , p. 30.

Third Grade
Third Grade
Second Grade
Second Grade
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Bro't-mies who Helped a Girl to
Become a Good Workman •••·•••• • ••·•• • •• First Grade
Song .. "The Clown"•• •• • •••• •• •• ••• ••• •• • • Third Grade
Stephen Foster

The songs of this beloved American composer of
Southern melodies are popular with young and old , the
country over . Some of these songs , together with interesting facts about Foster, may be effectivel y presented . The acting, speaking, and singing all center
around Foster ' s life work, and songs . Some of the
1 songs are the followingJ
best known of Fosters
"Massa ' s 1n de Cold, Cold Ground"
"My Old Kentucky Home "
"Old Dog Tray"
"Way Do"t-m Upon the Swanee River"
"Nellie Bly"
"Gwine to Run all Ni ght"
"Oh, Susanna"
"Old Black Joe"
"Old Folks at Home"
"Uncle Ned"
"Way Down South"
"Carry me • Long 11

Music of Other Lands
Negro - "Swing ww, Sweet Chariot" • • • School
American - "By the Waters of Minnetonka" •• Pupil
Italian - 110 Sole Mio"• · • ••••••·•·••• Duet
German - "Lullaby" •·•••••••••··•·•••• Pupil
Irish - "Believe me if all. Those
Endearing" ••••·•·•••••••• School
French - "Berceus" from Jocelyn ••• ~ •• Pupil
Bohemian and Gypsy - "Songs l!y Mother
Taught Me •••••••••••·•••• Orchestr a
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VETERAN OR ARMISTICE DAY

Armistic Day, which was designated 1n 19211n honor

of the Unknown Soldier buried 1n Arlington Canetar:,, is a
legal holiday 1n all the states, territories, and possessions

of the United States.

It 1s now called Veteran's Day.

Program
The Origin of Veteran's ray•••••••••• Pupil
\•Jhy

wo Went to War •••• • •• • •• • ••••••• • Teacher

Song - "Sm1los" • ••••• • • • •••·••· •••• School
Tnbloau - "Rose of no Man' s Land" •• Dr3mnt1c Club
The Story of Satan, A War Dog••••• ••• Pupil
"Keep tho Home Firos Burning"••• ••••• School
"In Flanders' Fields," Mccrae • •••••• • Pupil
Amcrica•a Part in the War •• ••• •• ••••• Pupil
A Legionn:lire •s Vieu - Twenty Years
After•••• ••• •• • • •••••• ••• •• • •••• Veteran
vloman•s Fart 1n the t~r ••• •• •••••• • • • Pupil
Tho Significance of Veteran' s Day • • •• Pupil
One-minuto Tribute - Pupil stand 1n
silence for one minute 1n memory
of" the soldiers. This period 1s
by. "taps" and necho" (one bugler
being on the stage and another
at tho back of the balcony or
else where. ) "ThAre•s a long Trail. School

School L1brarY, 11 Introdue1nrt New Books
This type of program is very appropriate tor "Book
\-leek. " On the stage there is a book rack or table upon

which are some of the books recently added to the school
library. The Introducer walks up to the table and explains that these are new books and says she will try
to coax some of the characters out of them. She then
picks up a book , gives its title , and comments briefly.
Following her talk one of the book ' s characters walks
out upon the stage and tells about the story.

Art All Around You

An

instructive program may be based upon practical

applica tions of art .

}~ny

of thes e program numbers can be

illustrated and demonstrated with actua l itomc, articles,
and processes, and a lso by means of s lides and motion pictures.

Such t opics as the following are e.ppropriat e .

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

What is art?
What should 'We know about art?
How art has been carried to the people.
Art in your clothing.
Art in your living room, bedroom, and kitchen.
Art in your di~hes, silverware, and cooking utensils .
Art in furniture , stoves, and other home equipment .
Art in cans, bales, boxes, bottles, and other
containers .
Art in carpets rugs, and wallpaper.
Art in automobiles, busses , railroad engines ,
cars ships .
Art in our classroom, gymnasiu-m , auditoriUL1,
and office.
Art 1n window and counter displays of merchandise .
Art in advertising, posters, slides , and literature.
Art in ornamentation, lmicklmacks , books, and
bric-a-brac.

J+4

lS.

Do practical appl ications and ut111zations
cheapen art?

Washington ' s Birthday
"America" •••••••••••••••••••••••• School
Childhood Stories or Washington •• Six Pvpils
Washington as an Athlete •••••• • •• Pupil
"Yankee Doodle" •••••••••••••••••• Chorus
Washington as a Soldier •••••••••• Pupil
Washington as President•••••••••• Pupil
Stories about Washingt on ' s Character• •·•••••••••• ••· ·•••••• Six Pupils
His Punctuality
His Smile
His Modesty
His Tastes in Literature
His Control of His Temper
His ThoughtfUlness
"The Red, White and Bluett•••••••• Chorus
Washington ' s Farewell Address •••• Pupil
A Visit to Mt . Vernon Today •••••• Pupil
Memorial Named in Honor ot Washington••••••••• •••••••••••••• Pupil
(Cities, countries, streets,
bridges, parks , etc.)
11
The Star Spangl ed Banner"••••••• School

Telling to the Printing Progr~m
The story of the evolution of the book may be built
around Almcander's illustrations in the Congressional Library.

The numbers may be described, dramatized, presented
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as "living pictures , 11 or shown by slides .
Introduction••••••••••••••••••••••
Oral Traditi on ••••••••• • ••••••••••
Igyptian Hieroglyphics •••••• • •••••
Indian Pi cture Writing and Wampum .
The ~arly Scroll ••• • ••••••••••••••
The Manuscr i pt Book •••••••••••••••
The Illuminated Manuscript •• • •••••
Modern Bookmaking •••••••••••••••·•
The Congr~ssional Library • • ·• • • •••

Pupil
Pupi l
Pupil
Pupil
Pupil
Pupil
Pupil
Pupil
Pupil

Program for School Clubs

An

attractive program representing their purposes ,

materials, and activities can be built around several ot
the school clubs .

To illustrate:

Business Club• •••••••••••· • Applying for Position
Art Club •• •• ••• • ••••••••••• Living Pictures
Tumbling Club •••••••••••••• Tumbling and Pyramid
Building
Air craf't Club •••••••••••••• Demonstr ation of Fl ying
Models
A
Dress
Rehear sal
Dr amatic Club ••••••••••••••
Soae
Contrasts
1n Manners
Courtesy Club ••••••••••••••
V
ocal
and
Instrumental
Music Club ••••••• • •••••• • ••
:tfumbers
Handicraft Club ••••••••·••• An Fxhibit

P:r-ogram for an ERster Assembly
Song

-

"Wi nter" • ••••••••• Grades 3-6
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Dance
Song
Song
Song and
Song
Dance
Song
Song

"March Winds" •••• • ··•••••
"Little Gray Pony" •••·••••
"The Nut Tree" ••·••·•••··•
Dramatization •·••••••·••••
"Hedge Roses" ••·•···•• • •••
"Easter Bunnies ·••••·••••
"Gloria , Gloria" ••••••••••
"Easter Song" ••••••··•··••

Girls- 7- 8
Kindergarten
Grade 2
Grade 1
Grade 4
Girls- 2-3
Grade 3
Grades 3-6

CHAPTER IV

THE ASSErfilLY PROORAM Itl THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

OF DALLAS, TEXAS
In the elementary schools of Dallas, Toxas, much
stress ~s placed.on the assemblies .

They are arranged so

as to shmr forth pupil activities in all phasos of the curricul.um.

'lhe Dallas Independent School District uses Broad-

.fields as its curriculum pattern, the areas boing Language
Arts, Social Studies, Arithmetic , Health-Science, Creative
and Recreative Arts, and Home and Vocat.ional Arts.

The pro-

grams mich are held during most assemblies arc basically
desiened to have pupils act out what they have learned
through classroom oxperiences.

The Unit Method of Teaching

is highly regarded and since most experience units are
so very practical, most teachers employ this type of
unit more freely.

Ideal units arc usually brought forth

or originated in the classroom by tho children.

This is

after school has begun, thus causing unit culminations to
be decided upon as the year unfolds.

Culmination programs

,cannot be regularly scheduled until the school \"'rk begins.
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Therefore, these assemblies are not dated on the schedule,
but, are indicated and fall in the section of specially
called assemblies, along with demonstrations, talent shows ,
pep-meetings and adult- parent organizations.
There is a latitude left in the Dallas schools for
emergency assemblies to be called when designated by the
principal.

Hardly is there any way of predicting the time

or number of such assemblies , as it is not kno,m when emergencies will arise .

These assemblies are also unscheduled

but might be indicated on the schedule.
The majority of the elementary schools in Dallas
does have outlined assemblies for each school year as well
as assembly committees.

The purpose of the assembly pro-

gr am is specific and inclusive.

Such a program has proved

to be a worth- while vehicle for publ ic participation.

It

is closely connected with the auditorium periods through
which children from the first to the eighth grades pass before going to high school .

Periods of training in the

auditorium often result in assemblies and most of the outstanding renditions from the pupils are traceable to training received in the auditorium.

The auditorium director is

usually consulted relative to numbers on program, as she
is directly connected with the planning of all programs and
is often chairman of the assembly committee.

It is generally

considered that the director is specially trained and has
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an overall view of the program-promoting situation.
Policies and Procedures Instrument
When it comes to the general operation of the Dallas
Independent School District , the approval is found in an
instrument entitled, Policies and Procedures .

The instru-

ment itself , was drawn up by those in the administrative
bracket or an appointed committee of experts .

Affirmation

is received from the Board of Education , which represents
the people ' s wishes .

Every phase of the school ' s opera-

tion is given careful consideration as to ~ t may or may
not be done, as well as what will result if a thing is or
1s not done .

The Policies and Procedures Instrument allows

for additions or extractions as seen necessary each year .
Sometimes changes might be made during the progress or a
school year , but always those who are involved are well informed.
The instrument is thick and inclusive , yet , it is
precise and easy to use .
and convenient.

All information is well l abelled

Materials are simple, clear and well worded .

One copy 1s available to all schools and Parent- Teacher Association of the district .

It 1s not· to bo taken away f rom

the individual school bui ldings and is to be used by those
concerned , upon permission of the persons or principals 1n
charge.
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The Policies and Procedures Instrument for 1956-

1957 , backs up the assembly program 1n tew, but weighty
words .

It does not tell how the program must proceed, but

it does give reasons for having assemblies , the number of
paid- programs and the special ones which are requested to
be given each year.

The instrument says2

Only three paid assemblies per year during school
hours are permitted 1n the schools . No division of
proceeds with paid entertainers may be made, nor may
such entertainers be employed for a fee guarantee . Two
money- raising enterprises involving children in the
evening may be held each year by PTA and/or Dads ' Clubs.
Motion pictures will never be used in paid assemblies
held during scheduled school time.
Programs, Reasons for Haying

1.

Public information to parents and other members
of the community.

2.

Development of the individual child through experience and opportunities for self- expression
that he would not have except through a public
program.

3. The cohesive community presentation of the pu-

pils in the schools as a group with a view to
creating pride and interest in the school as a
community.

American Education Week

Principals may anticipate each year an appropriate
celebration of American F.duoation week, and such other
special occasion as may fit in with the regular program of the school; Child Health Day, Texas Public
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Schools Week, Navy Day, Constitution Day and others . 1
The Policies and Procedure Instrument gives the signal
for well-integrated assemblies which might touch on most
phases of the curriculum.
The Plan of Action and Curriculum in Action
A direct result and outgrowth of a study made by the
whole professional staff of Dallas Schools in connection
with other persons of the community in 1c;+6 , is a bulletin
known as the "Plan of Action. "

It is dedicated to the growth ,

happiness and well- being of the Dallas children.

SUch or-

ganizations as Parent- Teacher Association, Dads ' Clubs ,
service clubs , c1v1c, professional associations , social service and all groups set up for human welfare , were asked to
work with the school people.

There were about sixty or-

ganizations which made definite contributions , along with
eighty-five units that participated .
The Plan of Action purposes to offer the classroom
teachers ultimate resources in planning their work, in teaching their classes and 1n evaluating their outcomes .

In the

American government, the Constitution of the United States 1s
the final authority for the exercise of power; all acts

or

1

Dr . W. T. White , "Assembly Programs , " Policies fnd
Procedures, Dallass Dallas Independent School District , 957 ,
p . 102.
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the government must be traceable to the Constitution.

So

is the Plan of Action' and the program of education in Dallas.
The welfare of the child is the center of all our
thinking ; of a l l our endeavors; the child is the core of
our philosophy.

Easily, one can see that the Plan of Action

specifically pertains to the child and his curriculum through
these words : 2
The curriculum, the vehicle through whi.ch educational experiences are offered, is presented in accordance
with a scientific study of individual growth. Group
guidance, curricular and co-curricular activities, and
individual counseling all contribute to the development
of the whole child, and are meeting its responsibilities to the children and to society; provides opportunities for the development of understandings , skills, and
attitudes in tho following areas of human experience:
health, consumer activitiesl intercultural relations ,
family life, education for eisure, citizenship, global
relationships, conservation, and education for aesthetic
and spiritual values .
From this quotation, the assembly program is highly
approved in that it is pointed out that the vlhole child is

_ to be developed.

If public participation were left out ,

social. growth and mutual understanding might be lacking.
In the Dallas schools, the educational program is in
line with modern trends in school activities.

Co- curricular

activities are tied- in with the curriculum and are not called

extra- curricular activities .

Again, \·re quote from the Plan

Dr. \'I. T. White, "Areas of Curriculum, " Plan of Action, Dallas: Dallas Independent School District, l957, p.

!1.
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of Action which saysa3
The school provides t r ose cocurr1cular activities
which promote pupil growth by affording opportunities
for the development of character , personality, creative
ability! social grace , and wholesome interests . These
activit es broaden and enrich learning experiences, but
probably their greatest benefits are found 1n the enrichment of the pupil ' s character, personality , and
creative ability.
The Plan of Action has three outstanding divisions
which area

(1) The Child and Fducation, (2) The Child and

his Teacher , and (3) The School and the Community.

There

are well developed topics falling under the heading ot oach
division, most of which point up the fact , that whatever
the child does or rather his many activities carried out under the direction of the Dallas schools, go to make up the
curriculum. and tend to be integrated with it .

Since the

assembly program consists or many of the school- directed activities or children, it follows that such a program has
status as an integral part of the Dallas School CUrriculum.
A definite integration is always necessary; thus, combining
the cocurricular activities with the general school program ,
greatly increases the school ' s value not only for the pupil ,
but also for the school.
The second element 1n the Dallas Fducational Program
is the Curriculum in Action.

It sets forth the curricular

pattern and is a statement of belief about the projection or
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the curriculum in the Dallas schools .

The privilege of ex-

ercising a voice in the development of this instrument, was
extended all teachers and administrators in the district .
The Curriculum in Action has four outstanding principles or guides to actions

(1) The Whole Child , (2) His

Educative Environment , (3) Teacher-Pupil Planning, and (4 )
Intelligent Practice .

In thinking of the whole child , one
....

thinks of his activities , interests , needs , and abilities ,
from the mental, moral , social, physical ahd emotional points
of view~

Certainly the assemblies touch on these as they

tend to include whatever is 1n each child.

The child is in

the educative environment ~hen he is 1n the asse~bly, whether
he is an active or listening participant.

Basically, every

area of Broadfields is at work in almost each assembly.
When it comes to Teacher- Pupil Planning, the assembly
committee 1s one of the best examples .

Often pupils are on

the committees with teachers and help to plan programs .

This

very clever democratic practice is carried out by seeing that
every angle of the area is utilized systematically deciding
on a connection point.
In the assembly, abilities 1n pronouncing words or
expressing oneself fluently or speaking clearly is played up .
According to the Curriculum 1n Actions
Among other things, this includes for each child according to his ability , intelligent practice 1n part!cipating
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in carefully pl anned activities which pertain to specia1
studies, sciences , arts and all other areas . That teachers, principals , and conRultants make provision for
keeping parents and the public informed on the implications of the 4 Broadfields program.
One of the best phases of public relations is seen
in the use of the assembly program.

'Where persons are in-

terested in childhood education, they actually come out to

the assemblies, and see the children carry out educative experiences through participating activities.

They get first-

hand kno,·rledge 0£ what the school is doing and they can best
spread the information to others.

The Curriculum in Action

has many suggestive parts which aid in substantiating integrated assembly programs in the curriculum.
The Auditorium Activities

-

A Curriculum Guide

for Elementary Grades
The Dallas schools have developed many guides for
the different areas of the curriculum.

They come as a re-

sult of much planning and study by Dallas school people dur-

ing meetings.

The Auditorium Guide carries valuable informa-

tion for assemblies; it specifically represents the work of
the auditorium directors of Dallas schools.

Superintendent

White has this to say: 5

W. T. White, (Forward), Auditorium Activities Guide
Dallas, Texas, Dallas Independent School District, 1953, p . i1.
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Auditorium Activities Guide, a compilation of resource material , includes many suggestions for the development of a well- rounded auditorium program. The
material is not in any suggested teaching sequence , but
is arranged in areas of related interests . Written by
auditorium teachers , this material should be of great
benefit to teachers . Activities of the auditorium program constitute an important part of a well- balanced
curriculum 1n the Dallas Independent School District.
The Auditorium Activities Guide shows that auditorium
periods are closely connected with the assembly program.

In

the guide , we find these wordss
Assembly programs presented in the auditorium are
usually happy occasions 1n the lives of pupils . These
programs are arranged and presented to meet student
needs interest , and welfare . They are designed to
promote school citizenship and an awareness of the importance of health, safety, and thrift . These exercises may be arranged also to honor outstanding members
of the student body or to develop appreciation of our
American heritage . SU.ch meetings may be called to present an outstanding speaker whose message will be ot
special interest to the students .
The assembly program often creates desirable school
spirit and loyalty . It provides opportunity for pupils to plan, to discuss , and to participate in school
activities . It develops in the child the habit of lis tening attentively and evaluating the program as it is
presented. It provides opportunity for groups to develop polite audience behavior end genuine respect tor
both leadership and followship . b
,
Many phases of public rendition are brought out

through assemblies and are backed up by the guide .

Programs

are not just given for the sake or having a program but many
qualities are the concern of the teachers .

Voice and diction

w. T. White , "Assembly Programs , " Auditorium. Aitivities Guide , Dallas, Dallas Independent School Distr ct ,

1953,

p.

18.
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are especially the qualities which are carefully watched
with guidance toward better tonal quality , clearer enun- ·
ciation, and more natural and convincing expression.
One can feel safe in saying this because of information which came in from outstanding authorities , elementary principals, personal contacts with executives and auditorium directors and also because of much observation of the
Dallas Independent School District.
It may be truthfully stated that the assembly program in Dallas elementary schools is well planned and wellbalanced.

It includes all of the pupils; their needs , in-

terests , and abilities .

The assemblies are spaced according

to the special occasions and necessities.

For the primary

grades, most programs are held in the morning for about JO
or 45 minutes and in the evening for about 45 minutes to one
hour depending on the nature of the program and how well it
unfolds.

The trend seems to be toward holding most programs

in the morning and some elementary schools in Dallas are
following this trend.

All pupils are expected to attend all

programs for their particular group, however, no compulsion
is placed on their attendance of night programs .

Teachers

are to attend -whatever- programs fall under the direction of
the individual schools in which they work and they usually
sit ~lith their groups or at points assigned them.
Usually the ~ssemblies are peaceful , inspiring, and
challenging.

All curricular areas of Broadfields are used

with Language Arts ranking first; Social Studies , secondJ
Creative and Recreative arts, third, Health-Science, fourth1
Arithmetic , sixth , as Chart II shows on the next page.

The following programs are suggested for the school
year in the Dallas elementary schools and are found 1n the

guide ,7
September a
Orientation Program conducted by the principal ,
assisted by the aud1torium director. New faculty
members and new students are introduced . Pep
squad leaders announce new football schedule.
First Pep Asseibly, presented by the physical education instruc or, or coach who in turn presents
members of the football team. Officers of various
student groups are presented.
Constitution DaY Program presented by the principal , assisted by the auditorium director . These
programs are built around citizenship and school
loyalty.
October s
Columbus Day Program
Halloween Activities
Novembers
Junior Safety Council Program
Armistic Day Program
Thanksgiving Presentation
7
Auditorium. Activities Guides, loo, cit., pp. 18-19.

CHART II
DISTRIBU'l'ION SHOWING INTEGRATION OF CURRICUIDM ARFAS
WITH THE AS2FMBLY PROGRAM

100,_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

Legends

I.

II.
III .
IV.

v.

Language Arts •••••••••••• • •••••••
Social Studies •••••••••••••••••••
Creative and Recreative Arts •••••
Health- Science ••••••••••••••• • •••
Arithmetic •••• • •••• • •••••••••••••

Red
Black
Green
Pink
Blue

Notes
The above figure shows that the assembly program includes the principal areas ot Broad!1elds Curriculum. The
Language Arts area is used most frequently and therefore ,
has the highest rank of 96f. Social Studies ranks next with
85% followed by Creative and Recreative Arts area with 70'! .
It also follows that ot all assemblies held during the school
year , 3<:!f: includes some phase of Health- Science and lo% Arithmetic .
One can easily see that the assembly program, i t wel l
organized and supervised , has status 1n the c\ll'riculum , which
is not to be denied .
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December:
Assembly for Basketball Team
Christmas Program

January:
Junior Red Cross Pro gram
Plays on Health and Sa£ety

February:
Valentine's Day Program
Assemblies Portraying Famous Birthdays

March:
Play on Texas Independence
Program about Texas under Six Flags

April:
Portrayal of the Easter Season
Spring Sports Assembly

May:
May Day Program
Senior Play Program

The as~embly period is of great value to children as

they proceed to do interesting things to them, which are
educational and which are directed by the school.

The sing-

song is no exception and proof is herewith given through this
statement:
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A singsong is a gathering of people to do amat eur
singing . This type of singing is an invaluable part
of the life of any school . School loyalt y , school spirit and a feeling of belonging are prevalent 1n a
well- conducted singsong . Through such an assembly, singing becomes natural and spontaneous .
A recent school survey revealed that the majority
of children enjoy the si ngsong more than any other assembl y program. This study al so showed the songs listed
below as general favorites 1
War Songs
Cai sson Song Marine Hymn , Anchors Aweigh 1 Air
Corps Song , Keep the Home Fires Burning, over There,
And There ' s a Long , long Trail.
Patriotic Songs
Star- Spangled Banner, America , The Beautiful, and
Dixie.
Religious Hymns
Christmas Carols , Onward , Christian Soldiers , Joy
to the World , and Throw Out the Li:fe Line .
Rounds
Three Blind Mice , Are you Sleeping? , The Donkey
Song , and Row your Boat.

Others
Jacob ' s Ladder , Joshua fit the Batt le of Jericho ,
Old Chisholm Trail , and Red River Valley. 8
The Auditoriwn Acti vities Guide suggests that a bookl ot be~piade so that each child may have a copy during the

Auditorium Activities Guide , loc , oit ., pp. 16-17.
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assembly.

A good thing to do is to use the children 's choi ce

of songs .

This seems to bring children out of timidy into

active participation.
Although the Bible is not taught in the Dallas schools ,
neither is any particular religion played up , some emphasis
is plaoed on scriptural readings during the devotional periods
and other periods when the pupils are together in large areas .
One type of program is the "Psalms and Songs , "

This program

consists mainly of songs and psal ms on like subjects and may
include the use of a short story of a biblical character,
prayer , prayer response , and benediction.
The following psalms and songs are recommended by
the guide s
"Sing aloud unto God •• • " . Psalms 8lsl
Holy, Holy, Holy
"The lord is my Shepherd ••• tt
l:fe Leadeth Me

Psalms 23sl

"0 lord~ God ••• thou hast healed me . "

The Great Physicia~

Psalms 3012

"The Lord is my light and rrr:, Salvation ••• "
Holy Ghost with Light Devine

"He that dwelleth in the secret Place ••• "
Under

ms

Wings

"0 taste and see that the Lord is Good ••• "
Trust , Try and P:rove Me

Psalms 27 &1
Psalms 9l il

Psalms 34 18
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"How amiable are Thy Tabernacles ••• "
I love Thy Church, 0 God

Psalms 8411

"Great is the Lord, and greatly to be Praised • • • "
Psalms 145'13
All Hail the Power
Antiphonally repeated, the pupils may be divided into
groups for the use of the program of Psalms and Songs. 9
During the assemblies , listening , which is giving
close attention with the purpose of hearing , plays a great
part .

The children get chance to hear platform activities ,

records , discussions , reports , music, and many other interesting things .

They learn to 11sten for inf'ormationJ

they develop attitudes , they learn that they have the right
to listen and that they should respect the rights of others .
Group listening is a cooperativ~ process , and learning
through listening is most effective when the other fellow is
considered.
Sometimes , the television programs are used as a
medium for helping pupils develop desirable interests , tastes ,
and values .

Debates , impromptu speeches , creative dramatics ,

choral speaking , story- telling , pantomime , puppetry, finger
gesture and story plays , quizzes and thought- provoking games are all of social , mental , and moral value to pupils .

9
Auditorium Activities Guide, loc , cit., p .

15.
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SU.pcrvising and Implementing Assemblies
As to the organization and presentation of the assemblies , the assembly committee usually supervises or sees to
it that definite direction, participation, and cooperation
are had .

A questionnaire was sent 90 elementary principals

of Dallas and 60 of them responded .

A large group of them

indicated that they do have an ascembly program, appointed
assembly committee and that the music teacher plays or directs
while the auditorium director serves as hostess some of the
time.

(See Table I on the next page.)
The assembly committee makes out the plan so that

all pupils are kept in mind .

Then it considers talented staff

members , who might be ~1111ng to appear on the programs .
The community is thought of 1n the possibility of outside talents who are near or who might drop in , or what not .

Their

names do not appear on the program, but special arrangements
can be made for them duriug the year.
By no means does the assembly committee forget that
there must be someone to conduct the programs and therefore ,
tries to set it up so that various pupils will conduct many
of the programs .

Most of the elementary principals said

that pupils conduct most special programs .

The assembly com-

mittee decides on the programs for the various celebrations
but only leaves space for special and emergency assemblies .

TABLE I
APPOINTED ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE SUPERVISES
ASSEMBLY PROGRAM, USING THE

MUSIC TEACHER

AND

AUDITORIUM DIRECTOR • • ••

NO. OF
ITEM CONTACTS

MADE

NO .

OF

RESPONSES

PER
PER
CENT CENT
"YES" " NO"

PER

CENT TOTAL
"OTHERS"

7'5

9

100. 0

41.4

;,.4

3. 2

100. 0

51.4

41. 3

5.3

100. 0

COMMITTEE

90

60

16

DIRECTOR

90

60

MUSIC
TEACHER

90

60

This table shows that of the responding school having
an assembly program, 75'% has assembly committee which is
appointed.

This places official responsibility on the com-

mittee, but does not relieve the principal or his responsi-

bility to the persons above him.

It was revealed that 41 . l~

of the auditorium directors serve as hostesses and that

51.1+%

of the responding schools have organized music during each
assembly.
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The committee meets whenever it becomes necessary.
It makes suggestions , but it does not dictate to the sponsors .
All departments , classrooms , school organizations and teachers
are included during the year.

There are several inner commit-

tees formulated for the different occasions and teachers
either sponsor or serve on committees or both.

In this way ,

the program belongs to all and at some time, all teachers are
responsible for a program or programs .
If the principal approves the schedule, he has it explained to the staff and posted for all to see just what programs will be had , when they will be given, what department
is giving the program and what sponsors or committees are responsible for the program.
In carrying out the program , those who are supervising , sponsoring or performing or who have anything to do with
the programs , try to make them come out as well as possible.
The pupils file into the auditorium by groups .
rium director often furnishes ushers.

The audito-

Sometimes they are

pupils of the particular sections or areas from which the program stems; boy or girl scouts or other pupils who are members
of the audience.
Most Dallas pupils are proud ~o come to the assemblies
which stem from their activities and are conducted by them.
They see the schedule and are more than glad to welcome all
who appear on the various programs .
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. Upward 0£ three-fourths of all regularly scheduled
programs includes the pupils first .

In this way, all children

who are enrolled are encouraged to participate on the program
in some way and then staff members and outsiders are considered.

Likewise, the questionnaire showed that more than

three-fourths of the programs originate in the classroom and
that between eight-tenths and nine-tenths of all scheduled
programs are conducted by pupils.
The table on the next page is a result of the questionnaire which was sent to the Dallas principals .
The auditoriums of the Dallas schools do not accommodate ·all pupils at the same time .

To cope with these situa-

tions two assemblies must be held and in one case , six
assemblies had to be held when all the children are involved.
If' children are crowded and uncomfortable, it would make for
disorderly conduct , many disciplinary rules and more persons
involved in rule-making and enforcement.

By having several

assemblies the few rules which are made are presented and
enforced by the principal .
Most principals indicated that they preside during
emergency assemblies which make up about one sixth of the
assembly program and that mostly pupils and sometimes staff
members conduct during special assemblies .

In general , the

principal is called on £or remarks which might include announcements, but the public address system often takes care
0£

these .

The public address system is also used for devotional

TABLE II
SCHEDULED ASSEMBLIES SHOWING WIDE PARTICIPATION IN
CLASSROOM- ORIGINATFD PROGRAMS ••• CONDUCTED BY PUPILS

Mo . OF

NO.

PER
CENT

PER

PER

CONTACTS
MADE

OF
RFSPONSES

RFGULAR~
SCHEDULED
ASSFMBLIES

90

60

40

52

8

100. 0

&

PUPILSI STAFF
OUTS DFRS
INCLUDED

90

60

78

16

6

100. 0

CLASSROOM
ACTIVITIES
PROGRAMS

90

60

78

20

2

100.0

0

100. 0

ITEM

PROGRAMS
CONDUCTED
BY PUPILS

"YES"

CENT

"NO"

CENT TOTAL
"OTHERS"

-

90

60

85

15

Table II shows that better than half of the Dallas
schools does not have scheduled assemblies , however, this
seems to vary from year to year .

First consideration is

given the pupils, then talented staff members as well as outsiders .

The table further shows that most programs originate

from classroom activities and are conducted by different talented pupils.
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periods, emergency and special programs , when it is desired
that all pupils hear a program.
Types of Assembly Program Comparable to Criteria

The assembly program in Dallas schools is not perfect ,
but it does compare favorably with a recent criteria set up
for a good school assembly progr am.
Criteria of a Good School Assembly Program
The following "criteria of a good school assembly
program" were prepared by Mrs. Juanita Winn, 10 grade supervisor, along with the assistance of three other staff members
of the Thomson Elementary School, Washington, D.

c.:

1.

The year's program must be well-balanced, and
planned with an eye to the many purposes that
can be served.

2.

Programs should be planned carefully, with attention to the needs , interests and talents of
children.

).

Each program ought to be well adapted to the audience. Occasionally an assembly ~dll be planned
with the entire school in mind; more often the
program must be appropriate for a much smaller
group.

/+.

Care should be given to important practical details :
Seating is comfortable
Lighting is adequate

Io

Juanita Winn, "Criteria of a Good School Assembly Program, " 'lhomson Elementary School , Washington D. c.
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Everyone can see and hear what is going on
Length of the program is suited to the maturit y
of participants and audi ence
Provision is made for suitable audience activities
if there is fr ee time before or during the
program.

5. Each program must do something worth- while for

children.
Stimulates the imagination
Affords opportunities f or dynamic pra ctice
of the language arts
Challenges the child ' s best thinking
Results in emotional satisfaction
Provides opportunities for creative expression
Promotes spiritual values
lffor ds opportunities for group thinking ,
planning , participation and evaluat ion.

6.

Values continue after the curtain 1s rung down.

Results of the Integrated Assembl y Program
The progress of the assembly program i n Dallas , Texas
has been interesting to note .

The thinking on the part ot

the school personnel has been in keeping with modern trends
1n social progress of pupils.

bravely and successfully.

Many problems have been faced

One outstanding problem has been

this matter of inadequate assembly space which obtain in
of the responding schools .

92!1

The double or multiple- assembl y

method seems to be a satisfactory solution at this t ime.
Disciplinary problems have been brought to a minimum
as well as rules which are presented and enforced by the
principal , according to the r esponses ot Bl f of the schools .
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It seems to be generally conceived that integrated
assemblies have won a definite place for

8~% of the Dallas

principals indicated that such a program has been of optimal
value to the curriculum in their school.

That the school

spirit has been heightened , that there is now a mutual feeling toward ongoingness , making for oneness in purposes and

action.

On the whole , wide- active participation, genuine

interest , and pleasurable attendance have been in evident
measures .
Since the assembly program helps to balance the curriculum, then it should be an integral part as t~e table on
the next page shows .

TABLE III
SEATI NG ACCOMMODATIONS •••DI SCI PLI NARY PROCEDURFS •••EVAWATIVE
MF.ASURFS OF ASSFMBLI ES

ITFM

NO. OF
CONTACTS
MADE

AUDI TORIUM
SEATI NG ALL
PUPILS

RULES GI VEN
AND ENFORCED
BY PRirfCIPAL

NO.
PFR
OF
CENT
RESPONSES "YFS"

PER

PER

"NO"

"OTHFRS"

0

CF.ll"T

90

60

8

92

90

60

81. 2

11.l+

90

60

85

CENT TOTAL

100. 0

7. l+ 100. 0

I NTFGRATFD

ASSEMBLIES
MOST

12

3

100. 0

VAllJABIE

According to results

or

the questionnaire, Table III

shows that major portion of the schools does not accommodate
all the pupils at the same time .

That the principal brings

forth practically all rules and enforces them, when necessary.
It was further revealed that 85}(

or

the 60 principals with

whom contact was made, said that integrated a ss emblies have
proved to be or optimal value to the school curriculum.
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CHAPTER V
SUI.1ZIARY, CONCLUSl OHS, AHD RECO. l!itENDA TIOlla

Summary

The assembly program has come a long unys.

It has

evolved from the meal-time devotions held in the Puritan' s
homo to the opening or morning school exercise, uherc sormonic speeches were made, prayer was offered and the scripture w.s read and little or no conoideration was givGn tho
pupils.

Thon an enlargement upon this strict religious en-

deavor was the "Chapel" idea which

\138

copied from tho colleges

of Colonial times t-ilh.en the main purpose in education tras to
train for the ministry.

Pupils were forced to attend these

exercises uhich were dry, ovor their heads, impracticable,

and distasteful.
Along crune the miscellaneous assemblios \'lhich represented somo improvement in that teachers were given soma
chance to load and a director tas appointed.

During this

period, attempts were made to eliminate assemblies bocause
they had not proved themselves to bo or much value .

They

were poorly planned, mostly a "one mnn ehou, " unruly, croi,ded,
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threatening and disconnected.

Much unrest existed ao many

conscientio~s objectors became forceful .

People bogan to

discuos improvomant methods and to write books and other mo.-

torials tilich brouc;ht on a ne\-1 light .

Something had to be

done or assemblies trould have boon abolished.
In our modern day, we have an assembly comnd. tteo which

includes several persons and pupils of the student council or
a sup-committee.

Th~ cocmiittea goos into periods of planning,

conferring and setting up schedules outlined for tho ochool
year.

Such a committee represents the thinking of many peo-

ple who act in accord with the \?isheo of the majority.

This

stage of having an assembly program for the school year is
progressing and has brought about a bottor underatandine,
itell -planned and ttell- balanced assembly programs, participa-

tory desires and finally, a claim of status.
The assembly program, which was considored a separate,

unnecessary curricular a ctivity in the elementary· school, has
about won a definite plac e in the Dallas Independent School
District.

This goes tor many othor first- cluos School Dis-

tricts.
Conclusions
'Ibis study has been most interesting, gratifying, and
promising.

With superb information from authorities , ques-

tionnaires, and through face- to-face contacts, uhich point up
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the necessity of the assembly program, it must becomo or remain a curricular integral.
Recommendations
Vital experiences in democratic living are engaged in
as s tudents havo a part in planning, producing, and evaluating assembly programs, as participants or as listeners.

It

is believed that much progress has been made and thot greater
strides will be noticed, if the follot·dng recommendations are
acceptod.
1.

That tho assembly program continue its otriving
toward reaching all pupils through cro~tive learning and group participation.

2.

That assembly experiences meet the students ' immediate needs and interests in school and ,-dll
prepare them for comparable 11.fe situations.
That the assembly committee ~1111 be elected during

,the previous school yoaril if possible, and uill
consist of parents, pup sand toochoro.

Tho auditorium diroctor will servo ao coordinator

for all assemblies .

5. ·That there uill be mre research
taining to achool assembly.

6.

work done per•

tlo\mere will assemblies bo considored "just another
show" but will become integrated ,11th the instruc-

tional program or the school.
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